
BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
September 16, 2013 

Call to Order 

The Study Session of the Shoreline Board of Directors was called to order at 5:27 p.m. in the 
Darlene Sherrick Room (D105) of the Administrative Offices at the Shoreline Center by President 
Debi Ehrlichman on September 16, 2013. 
 
Roll Call 

Present:  Debi Ehrlichman, President; Mike Jacobs, Vice President; Dick Potter, Member; and David 
Wilson, Member. 
 
Absent: Dick Nicholson, Member 
 
The following item was discussed: 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATHEMATICS (STEM) INITIATIVES IN 
SHORELINE 
Presenters: 
 Teri Poff, Director of Teaching and Learning 
 Gene Wachtel, Director of Career and Technical Education 
 Lisa Chen, Secondary Science Specialist 
 Trinh Pham, Cascade K-8 Director 
 Blakely Tsurusaki, STEM Director, Washington Alliance for Better Schools 

Ms. Poff began by providing some background for Blakely Tsurusaki, who is a former research 
scientist for the University of Washington and assistant professor in science education at 
Washington State University.  She holds a Ph.D. in curriculum teaching and educational policy. 
 
STEM education is focused on problem-based curricula that engages students in scientific inquiry 
and the engineering design process while making real world connections.  It involves putting critical 
thinking and problem solving together with creative thinking.  In critical thinking and problem solving, 
students use higher-order thinking strategies to analyze evidence, generate explanations, make 
judgments, and solve problems.  In creating thinking, students demonstrate originality and 
inventiveness when generating ideas, consider practical limitations, and are willing to take 
intellectual risks in order to learn. 
 
This presentation was broken up into three areas of STEM education in Shoreline:  core instruction, 
elective program, and extracurricular activities. 
 
There are two sets of academic standards that support STEM learning—the Common Core State 
Standards (English Language Arts and Mathematics) and the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS).   
 
The English Language Arts Common Core Standard is an integrated model of literacy that 
emphasizes the following: 
• Critique with evidence; 
• Write to inform and respond to an audience, task or purpose; 
• Make claims with support; 
• Collaborate with others; 
• Employ technology suited to communication needs and goals; 
• Present findings and supporting evidence. 
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The Mathematics Common Core Standard emphasizes: 
• Focus – fewer big ideas, narrower and deeper; 
• Coherence – progressions of topics developmental and connected; 
• Application – choose appropriate concept for application to real world situations. 
 
Students employ a number of mathematical practices as they investigate problems for which they 
are not immediately sure what technology tools and concepts are needed, such as: 
• Persevere to solve problems; 
• Reason abstractly, quantitatively; 
• Construct viable arguments and critique reasoning of others; 
• Model with mathematics; 
• Use appropriate tools strategically; 
• Attend to precision; 
• Look for and make use of structure; 
• Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 
 
Ms. Chen reviewed the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), which at this time have not 
been formally adopted by OSPI but are expected to be soon.  In June, OSPI prepared a transition 
document to assist with the shift from the 2009 Washington Science Standards to the NGSS.  This 
school year will be the “zero year” or the “year of awareness.”  It will be several years before the 
new standards are used for assessment.  Shifting from the 2009 Washington Science Standards 
will involve moving: 
• from isolation to integration; 
• from science inquiry to the practices of science and engineering; 
• from discrete science ideas to science and engineering crosscutting concepts; 
• all standards for all students starting at kindergarten and allowing for increased STEM 

opportunities. 
 
In the NGSS, the following three dimensions are all part of the standard and cannot be separated: 
1. Science and engineering practices 
 • Subsumes Washington 2009 “Inquiry” 
2. Disciplinary core ideas 
 • Life science 
 • Physical science 
 • Earth and space science 
 • Engineering and technology (new) subsumes Washington 2009 “Application” 
3. Crosscutting concepts 
 • Adds seven crosscutting concepts 
 • Subsumes Washington 2009 “Systems” and “Application” 
 
Ms. Tsurusaki reviewed the WABS STEM pilot vision and goals: 

Vision:  A culture in which students are engaged in inquiry and design, teachers collaborate across 
disciplines, and business and community partner with K-12 educators to bring real-world STEM 
applications to the classroom. 
 
Program Goals: 
• Integrate science, technology, math and the process of engineering; 
• Provide inquiry-based, hands-on learning that is relevant and connected to work at real-world 

laboratories and industries;  
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• Equip students with 21st century skills in critical thinking, creativity, innovation, communication, 
collaboration, leadership and problem-solving. 

 
The 2013 WABS pilot includes teachers from Shoreline (Einstein and Kellogg), Everett and 
Edmonds, two Boeing engineers, and a University of Washington engineering professor.  The group 
has been meeting twice a month and their focus has been an eighth grade unit on energy (batteries, 
electric cars), machines and motions.  Below is the framework for the curriculum. 
 

Existing 
curriculum 
materials 

Standards 
(NGSS, Common 

Core) 
-  Concepts 
-  Practices 

Pedagogy: 
Problem-based 

Learning 

Real world 
relevance 

Connecting to Students’ 
Lives (i.e., everyday 

practices, communities, 
values 

Workplace connections 
-  Industry and career 

connections and 
pathways 

-  21st Century Workplace 
Skills  

 
In October or early November, one of the Shoreline teachers in the pilot will begin teaching the unit 
at Einstein, and others involved in its development will be able to observe and make 
recommendations for any needed adjustments.  Next, another teacher will teach the unit at Kellogg 
and will be observed and reviewed further.  The plan in Shoreline is to have other teachers (not 
involved in the pilot) also observe portions of the unit so that they can see this type of teaching in 
action.  Eventually, it is hoped that all of the Shoreline middle school science teachers will teach the 
unit. 
 
Ms. Chen reviewed some of the STEM activities in core curriculum at the elementary, middle school 
and high school levels of science, and reported that teachers are very enthused about these 
integrated opportunities for learning. 
 
Mr. Wachtel reviewed some of the electives and after school programs that are available to middle 
and high school students.  At middle school, STEM electives are still in “the infancy stage” but 
began with Design Maker in grades 7 and 8 at Cascade K-8.  Digital Communications is offered at 
Einstein.  Game Programming is offered as an after school activity. 
 
STEM electives at the high school level include Principles of Technology (Applied Physics) and 
Computer Animation as well as First Robotics as an after school activity.  There are additional 
classes being proposed.  Mr. Wachtel also shared the extensive STEM cluster of the “Shoreline 
CTE Program of Study.”  CTE is required to align to Common Core and Next Generation Science 
Standards as frameworks for courses and pathways are created.   
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Ms. Ehrlichman asked for reassurance that the two new high schools were constructed with the 
types of courses listed on the Program of Study in mind.  Mr. Wachtel responded that yes, this was 
all part of the planning and design. 
 
Ms. Pham reviewed the following individual STEM opportunities available at Cascade K-8: 

Design Maker (grades 6, 7, 8) Art & Technology 
• Mousetrap cars • Sound & acoustic (gr. 6-8) 
• Paper roller coasters • Building motors (gr. 3-5) 
• CO2 dragsters • Stop-motion animation (gr. 3-8) 
• 3-D computer designs • Clay, Lego, paper, cell 
• Computer game designs • Documentary filmmaking (gr. 6-8) 
• Kites • Digital photography (gr. 2-5) 
• Gliders • Digital tables for 2-D and 3-D computer 
• Robotics (VEX)  
• Windmill Challenge All School 
• NASA Shoebox Challenge • Math & Engineering Fair (6th annual) 
• Future of Flight Bowerman Field Challenge • K-8 Science Fair (6th annual) 
• Mission to Mars  
• STEAM Lab Before & After School Clubs 
  • Boeing After School (gr. 4-8) 
  • Robotics (gr. K-3 and gr. 4-8) 
  • Rocket Club (gr. 4-8) 
 
Extracurricular STEM opportunities at our other schools are also available.  In addition to Robotics 
(high school) and Computer Gaming (middle school), there are Science Clubs and the BioExpo 
competition at the high school level.  Other highlights include: 
• Boeing Engineers in the Classroom (WABS) 
• After School Engineer Program (WABS) 
• International Space Station Project (Highland Terrace and Einstein) 
• Math Olympiad (all elementary schools) 
• Shoreline Science and STEM Fair (organized by Ray Koelling) 
 
The vision in Shoreline is threefold. The first involves infusing one integrated STEM unit at each 
grade level K-8 and high school science or math course.  This unit, ideally one per year per grade 
level, would include: 
• Quality cognitive task 
• Engineering design 
• Integration of knowledge and skills 
• Collaboration with individual accountability 
• Authentic performance assessment 
• Connections to STEM careers 
 
Secondly, the vision includes CTE and other course electives that immerse students in a specific 
STEM discipline or career cluster with a clear course of study.  And lastly, offer STEM opportunities 
that make connections to college courses, certificate programs, internships and apprenticeships. 
 
Ms. Poff concluded with a partial quote from Sandi Reyes, The Current Reality on STEM:  The 
power of STEM is that it has the possibility to create classrooms that are “student-centered, 
problem-based learning environments where students are encouraged to create and innovate within 
authentic real world situations.” 
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Executive Session 
At 6:40 p.m., President Ehrlichman announced that the Board was moving into Executive Session 
for approximately 20 minutes to receive and evaluate complaints or charges brought against a 
public officer or employee and to consider a real estate transaction. 
 
 
Adjournment:  6:59 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
   
 Deborah Ehrlichman, President 
 
 
 
Attest:  October 7, 2013 
 
 
 
   
Sue Walker, Secretary to Board of Directors 


